Body Colored Front Bumper
Reflectors Installation Guide
Note that installation videos are available online at:
www.bimmian.com, then click “installation guides”
near the bottom of the screen
Thank you for your purchase of these body colored front bumper reflectors for your BMW. I hope you enjoy the look of them on
your car. If you are happy with the result of this product, please let others know about my products, or post a message to the boards.
If not please email us at service@bimmian.com and we will make it right for you.
Installation for these are quite simple. I will attempt to draw a few pictures of how you can install these. If you look at the front
bumper of the car, you will notice that the reflector actually sits a bit on top of the plastic of the bumper.
If you look at the back of the reflector, you will notice that on the bottom and top there are little clips, and on the bottom only, there
are metal ‘springs’. The idea to get this out is to press downwards on each of several places on the top of the reflector, while
simultaneously twisting the screwdriver to pop the clip out and towards you. When you do this the springs at the bottom compress,
and the top clips come down and out from behind the hole in your bumper. Once all the clips are freed, the reflector will fall off. On
my car, I used a flat-head screwdriver, covered in cloth to protect the vehicle’s paint. I found this to be very effective. Please be
careful with your paint, as, of course, you do this at your own risk. The reflectors on both the left and right sides of the car are
removed the same way.

Take your painted reflector, and match up the shape of the reflector to the appropriate side (left and right reflectors are different), and
install in the opposite way that you removed the original reflectors. Insert the bottom side of the reflector into the bumper and push
down enough so that the springs at the bottom compress, then press the part against the car and it will snap into place.
Take a good look, and study the replacements before attempting to remove the originals. By understanding how the new ones will go
in, will better prepare you to take off the originals without breaking them.
If you are interested in having any other parts for your BMW painted, please let me know (sales@bimmian.com) I also paint the rear
reflectors, and European style license plate holders, but can paint any other part you wish.
Please note (as specified in the ebay auction notes), that it may be law in your state / province / region / country / etc. that it is required to have the orange reflectors on
your car. Please check with your local law enforcement office about the legality of using this product before use. In no way will the seller be responsible for your use
or inability to use this product. Any sales to areas where use of this product is not permitted on road-licensed vehicles is sold for the purpose of show use only.

